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UNITED STATES

One of the most comprehensive

stocks of

19th and 20th Century Stamps

and Covers,

Including the Rarest, available

to the United States Spec,ialist

* * * *
WANT LISTS SUBMITTED ON APPROVAL.

REFERENCES PLEASE.

Robert A. Siegel, Inc.
10 East 52nd Street

New York, N. Y. 10022

- ESTABLISHED 1930-



1966 - our 48th year

STAMPS WANTED

Each Year Our Public Auctions

and Gold Medal Mail Sales

Sell Over 75,000 Lots!

We Urgently need

Additional Material!

You want the most for your stamps. We gladly pay it

without delays or bargaining. Bring in personally, or send in

by insured mail or express, attention: Appraisal Dept.

All shipments are held aside intact awaiting your specific

instructions after we send our offer or advice. Informal ap

praisals are free, and our buyer can visit you to inspect larger

properties.

J. & H. STOLOW, INC.
50 West 46th Street

New York, N. Y. 10036 *
Telephone:
JU 2-0198

"Rated first in stamps by all standard authorities"

Stolow's has purchased outright, at the top market price, with immediate cash
payment, more than $50,000,000 worth of fine stamps. Our needs are unlimited.
Fair treatment is always assured.
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ROBSON LOW~

is the name to remember if you are

BUYING and/or SELLING

CLASS~C STAMPS

by auction in London or BasIc: Specialised Stamp Sales (Great Britain, British Empire
and Other Countries) in London; Sales of Especial Merit being held in BasIc (iu co-operation
with the Uncommon Marketeers)
each Spring and Fall. Here we illns-
trate II recolls/TIIC/ed bloch of the

1 fro "llerll1illoll vir COIIII;Tisillg a
pair, a ;tril; of three allrill block of

/ell, in that order: from the sec
ond portion of the "BURR S"
FRENCH CLASSICS which will be
offered in BasIc on March 18th.
(the hlllldlJooh catalogue. with

colollr illlls/ra/iolls is 3 including
second class airmail postage).

the catalogues are known
throughout the world for their
outstanding colou r iIlustra tions,
comprehensive descriptions and
accurate valuations ... reliable

guides on which the client from

ol'erseas can base postal bids with

confidence.

we also buy and sell by private treaty; more details from David j\/ IISCOI/.

the busy buyer's sen' in: is particularly help[ul [or the specialist; for details write
to lUI'S. Cladys Bel/on at Granville Chambers, Richmond I-lill, Bournemouth.

please remember ... we are here to help you: with the transport and valuation of
your collection, specialised study or single rarity; advice on the best method of sale. Full

details or our intel'llational organisation are in our new Re\'iew, a copy o[ which will be
forward on request (please sa)' /hat yOll saw this advertisemellt il/. "Chronicle").

Robson Lowe Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE: SO Pall Mall, London, S.W.l. England.

Cables: "Stamps, London, S.W.I."
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THE 1847.151 PERIOD
CREIGHTON C. HART, Editor
An Updated Listing of the 10¢ 1847 Bisects

J. DAVID BAKER

The 10¢ 1847 stamp was bisected to be used as a 5¢ stamp either to
pay the 5¢ rate for carriage under 300 miles or part of the 10¢ rate as
was the case with the cover No.7 in the list, following.

Although there was no provision for bisecting a stamp, neither was
there any prohibition against it during the four years our first issue was
valid for postage. The 1847 stamps were demonetized as of July 1, 1851,
and it was not until November 10, 1853 that a Post Office Department
circular prohibited "the use of parts of postage stamps in prepayment of
postage." Some postal clerk wrote "Illegal N.G." across the bisect on cover
No. 46 dated "Oct. 30." The year date of this cover is probably 1851 or
later and the postal clerk refused to recognize this bisect as paying post
age because it was an illegal late use rather than because the stamp was
bisected. This cover is in the Miller collection on the first floor of the
New York Public Library at 42nd and Fifth Avenue.

The Miss Mary Stilphin and Mrs. George Evans correspondences, each
with nine covers and the J. M. Lewis with four, provide twenty-two bi
sected covers. Four sets of matched bisects have been identified from the
Evans correspondence, the latest being recorded from the Hirtzel collec
tion exhibited at Sipex.

The most recent sale of a bisect cover was No. 20 in the list which sold
for $93 in the Worthington sale in 1917 and brought $1250 in the February
1966 Siegel "Rarities of the World" sale.

The listings in the table add information to the original listing in
Lester Brookman's "The United States Postage Stamps of the 19th
Century" (1966), Volume 1, pages 82-86. The "date" is the postmark date
on the cover followed by town of origin, the destination, and then the
correspondent's name in succeeding columns across the page, when known.
"T" indicates that the postal cancellation ties the stamp to the cover or
piece across the bisected cut.
Editorial Comment

In this issue, the main article about the 1847 issue is an up-to-date
list of the 10¢ bisect covers by David Baker. A future issue will have an
article on 1847 covers from New Hampshire, originally planned for this
issue, which will be a continuation of the articles on state uses of the '47's.

The Confederate Stamp Alliance meets in Atlanta in the fall of 1967.
The issue of the Chronicle preceding the Confederate convention will have
an article, "1847 Covers from Georgia." Your editor will appreciate any
one having a '47 cover with a Georgia postmark reporting it to him at
the earliest date that is convenient.
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(Editorial note: In order to avoid listing the same cover twice, and in
order to make each cover easily identifiable, the following list includes
the date, the postmark and the destination. The months and days used
are as they appear in the townmarks but year dates did not appear in
postmarks during this period. The year dates are either from a dateline
on the folded letter or from contemporary docketing. When no year date
is evident on the cover an "X" is used; when the year of use might be
learned if the cover could be examined a "?" is used.

On the following list are several" ?"s and in other columns the post
mark of origin or the destination are sometimes blank. Collectors owning
these covers where information is missing will be doing a service to
philately, which only they can do, by writing either to the author or
to the 1847 section editor.)

Listing of Bisects

No. Date Postmark Destination Correspondence Tied

T
T

T
T
T
?
T
?

T
?
T
'!
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

T
T
T
'!
T
T
T
T

T
T
1
T

T
T
T
T
?
T
T
T
T
T
T
?
?
No

Messl' Corcoran & Riggs

Miss Nancy Holmes
Miss Mary Stilphin

do
do

MI's R. N. Swift
cover front only
Ml·S Geo. Evans

do
do
do
do

J. M. Lewis, Esq.
Parsons

Samuel Swift
MI'. Lynd A. Catlin

Stilphin?

Wm. H. Stan', Esq.
Robert Blair, Surrogate

Robbel·t Tamsan (1)
Hon. W. A. Banston

Miss Julia Noyes
Gillespie & Pierce
Orasmus Cole
Hon. S. D. Ingham

Scovell
Hon. E. D. MOI'gan
J. M. Lewis, ESQ.

McGloughlin
questionable

Miss N. DunJap
39 x 44 mm.

Washington, D.C.

Nashua, N.H.
Manchestel', N.H.
Manchestel', N.H.

do
Fairhaven, Ms.
New York City
BI'attleborough, Vt.

do
do
do
do

Birmingham, Ct.
Windham, Ct.

Questionable

New Haven, Ct.
Car'bondale, Pa.
Potosi, Wis.
New Hope, Pa.

Warner, N.H.
Madison, Wis.

New YOt°k
Troy, N.Y.
questionable
Middlebury, Vt.
New Haven, Ct.
Manchester, N.H.

Princeton, N.J.

, Ct.
Albany, N.Y.
Birmingham, Ct.
Newport, R.I.
New YOI'k

Lockport, N.Y. Messr Parker & BUl'l'ell
New Bedford, Ms. J. B. Congdon, Esq.

(fat at top full "cents" at bottom)
New York City D. J. Kennedy, Esq.
Chelsea, Ms. Rev. Isaac P. LongwOI·thy
Springfield, Ms. Henry Vose, Esq.
Birmingham, Ct. J. M. Lewis. Cashiel'
Birmingham, Ct. J. M. Lewis, Cashier
New Haven, Ct. Dwight

New Haven, Ct.
New Yol"l(
Dodgeville. Wi~.

Philadelphia, Pa.

New York
Portsmouth, N.H.
New York
New Haven, Ct.

New Haven, Ct.
Gardiner, Me.

do
do
do
do

New Haven, Ct.
New York
Northern R. R.

4/28/1
5/5/ ?
5/2/1
5/12/ ?
5/23/ ?
6/14/51
11/26/50
4/6/ ?

6/23/51

Left
3/13/ ?
6/18/51
9/3/49
3/23/49

Right
11 /30/?
1/12/ ?
5,13/48

7/15/50 Bennington, Vt.
11/1/49 Roxbury, Ms.
9/15/50 Concord, N.H.

Right Diagonal
5/14/49 Northern R. R.
8/31/50 Concord, N.H.
10/12/50 Concord, N.H.
9/14/50 do

piece
27'
28"
29'
30'
31

Upper
32*
33'
34'
35"
36'
37'
38 f
39 g A
40 h B
41 j C 9J~
42 k D
43 m
44 n
45 0

Vertical
1"
2'~

3'-
4'

Vertical
5*
G* piece
7* a
8'
9* piece
10' 6/28/51 Hartfonl, Ct.
11" 6/28/51 New Haven, Ct.
12' 6/6/1 New York
13" 6/7/51 New Haven, Ct.
1'1 b 6/13/51 New Haven, Ct.
15 c 8/5/50 Portland, M.e.

Upper Left Diagonal
16* 2/13/51 Concord, N.H.
17' Ma/21/51 Mineral Point, Wis.
18* piece Boston, Ms.
19* 6/10/? New York
20* 2112/ ? New YOl'k
21 * 6/5/51 New Haven, Ct.
22 d 6/20/ '! Pmvidence, R.I.
23* e 67H 9/28/47 Boston, Ms.

Lower Right Diagonal
24* 6,'30/51 Philadelphia, Pa.
25* piece Providence, R.I.
26* Lake Champlain

S.B. No.2.
New York

* Listed pages 82-86 Brookman's "The United States Postage Stamps of the 19th
Century" Volume I (1966).
MsT Manuscript tie
A, B, C, D, Matching bisects of the same stamp used on different letters.
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Lower Left Diagonal
46* 10,30/? Potomac Steamboat

Lot 43P Costal€s aL:ction February 14, 1950

No.

47*
48*
49'
50·
51*

52*
53 A
54 B
55 C
56 D
57*

Lower
58*

Upper
59 piece

Date

10/22/50
10/20/50
3il3/51
4/7/51
6/5/ ?

6 28/51
5/5/ ?
4 28/?
5 14/?
5 26/?
10 7/?

Horizontal
6 1l/51

Horizontal
'! ~9 '!

Postmark

Concord, N.H.
do

!lallaI'd Vale. Ms.
do .

U.S. Expl'ess
Mail N.Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Gardinel', Me.

do
do
do

Pol'lsmouth, N.H.

Half
Baltimol"e, M.d.

Half
New 0 dea ns, La.

Desti nation

Chadestown. Va.

Manchester, N.H.
do
do

Lowel' Hal'tlett, N.H.

Taunton, Ms.
New YOI'k City
Bmttleborough, Vt.

do
do
do

Boston, Ms.

Upper Marebo, 1I1d.

Corre3pondence

Nathan S, White
"Illegal N. G."

Miss Mary Stilphin
do
do
do

MI'. Albert Field

Mrs Geo Evans
do
do
do

Messr Little & Brown

Joo B Brooke, Esq

Tied

1I1sT
?

11151'
1I1sT

l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
T
?

l'

T

Diagonal Half
60* :l :l 51
'{

61 >:<

6.2~' p

BallRl'd Vale, Ms.

Long Island R. R.

Manchestel', N.H.

IlI'ooklyn, Ct.

1I1iss Mary Stilphin

Ex Hind
Mal'y C, Welch

T

a. Earliest recorded use of the 10¢ bisect
b. Ex Worthington
c. Fox Sale March 30, 1961
d. Front, only
e, Fake illustrated page 89 Brookman
f. Fox Sale February 29, 1956
g. Fox Meroni Sale lot 1281 and 1282 November 13, 1952
h. Ex Moody J. David Bakel' Collection
j. Knapp Sale 281 lot 2298
k. Hirtzel Collection exhibited at SIPEX
m. Ex Worthington
n. H. R. Harmer Sale February 1963
o. Harmer Rooke Sale February 26, 1952 Lot 7
p. Recorded as exhibited by E. ChUl'ch at Tacoma, Washington April 25, 1931

The items listed above originated as follows: nine from Connecticut,
ten from Maine, one from Maryland, six from Massachusetts, ten from
New Hampshire, eight from New York City, four from New York State,
three from Pennsylvania, one from Rhode Island, one from Vermont, two
from Wisconsin after statehood and seven from points unknown.

Is it not unusual that the only use of bisect 10¢ stamps west and south
of Pennsylvania and Maryland was in Wisconsin? Perhaps there were no
important centers in that area less than 300 miles apart.

It is highly recommended that all bisect covers should be authen
ticated, preferably by a certificate from the Philatelic Foundation in New
York City.
OUR ADVERTISERS

DESERVE YOUR PATRONAGE
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Fake Covers Never Die

CREIGHTON C. HART

In 1902 John N. Luff published his monumental study "The Postage
Stamps of the United States." The fact that several of his statements have
proven to be incorrect in later years, because of new information, in no
way detracts from this important step forward for United States col
lectors.

When listing the 10¢ 1847 bisects that he had seen, he describes five
covers. Two of these five are now considered fakes and a third is ques
tionable. In 1902 John Luff believed that these covers were genuine. The
fact that Luff lists these covers shows that fakers were at work sixty-five
years ago when the monetary inducement was a great deal less than it is
now. Once created, these covers seem to stay with us even as fresh ones
are added.

A FAKE 1847 BISECT ON THE LUFF LIST

The large illustration above shows the cover as it actually appears, with the faded townmark
barely visible. The smaller illustration shows the same cover photographed with a dark blue
filter to bring out the town mark. The folded letter is dotelined Augu~ta, Georgia, Aug. 18,
1847. The "5" rate mark within the townmark is clearly evident. This was 0 stampless collect
letter with 5 ¢ due from the addressee.

One of the bisects Luff lists is a diagonal bisect used August 18,
1847, from Augusta, Georgia. This cover has long been recognized as
fraudulent by knowledgeable collectors. Yet, it is still with us. As re
cently as February 1966, this cover was submitted to the Philatelic Foun
dation and the Foundation confirmed it to be fraudulent. It has been re-
8



cently offered for sale accompanied by the Philatelic Foundation Certifi
cate. The danger here is not with the present seller because there is no
misrepresentation about the cover. The danger is that the cover and the
certificate may "accidentally on purpose" get separated after it leaves
the present owner. '''hen this happens, this old fake may again fool some
modern day collector as it did Mr. Luff 65 years ago. Fake covers neve?- die!
BEAUTIFUL

CLASSICS

Knowledgeably selected,

Scrupulously described.

Temptingly priced, and

Fully guaranteed:

LOOK IN THE

1967

JULIARD
CLASSICS

International

For Pricelist of Rare Stamps,
Write to:

ALEX S. JULIARD

BRYN MAWRr PA. 19010

(Est. by Louis Juliard in 1889)
1847-1869 ISSUES
STAMPS, CANCELS,

COVERS
ALWAYS IN STOCK

WHEN AT STAMP SHOWS BE SURE
TO VISIT MY BOOTH AND IN
SPECT AN OUTSTANDING ARRAY
OF THESE CLASSICS.

ALSO REQUEST MY REGULAR
AUCTION CATALOGS AS THESE
ISSUES ARE USUALLY INCLUDED.

WILLIAM A. FOX
263 White Oak Ridge Road

Short Hills, N.J. 07078

Charter member of U.S.
Philatelic Classics Society
CHRONICLES

Issues Nos. 1-44 (in multilith)

$1.00 each to members; $1.50 each to non-members

Issue Nos. 47-54 (printed)

$1.25 each to members; $2.00 each to non-members

Orde?- from

MELVIN W. SCHUH

6 Laconia Road

Worcester, Mass. 01609
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THE 1851-60 PERIOD
TRACY W. SIMPSON, Editor

The 3¢ Stamp with Unofficial 12V2 Chicago Perforation

Mr. D. A. Card reports that responding to his inquiry in Issue 53,
eleven copies were submitted of S2 with the 12% Chicago perf, and that
they are from plates 3, 5 (L), 6, 7, and probably 8, thereby showing no
relationship of the Chicago perforation with a specific plate. This circum
stance, in the opinion of Ye Period Editor, is favorable to the viewpoint
that these experimental perfs were applied at Chicago, and not at the
Toppan Carpenter plant. If the latter, would not the printer have used
sheets from the plate then being run, or from at most, two batches?

Mr. J. S. Wagshal, 2903 Tilden St., N.W., Washington, D.C., is com
piling a list of known examples of this unofficial perforation. He asks that
owners send him description of cancellation, perf conditions (whether
clipped on any sides), centering, plate position (if known), and description
of cover and addressee; also Philatelic Foundation certificate number, if
any. Any photos will be appreciated and will be returned.
New Earliest Date of Use of S4 (Scott No. 26a)

Mr. E. N. Costales reports this stamp (27L10 (e» tied by townmark
of Addison, N.Y., containing a clear year-date Jul. 11, 1857. On reverse of
the cover is mss Rec'd July 14, 1857. This is two days prior to the recorded
earliest date in the Scott catalog (and in USPM). Incidentally, the Scott
Specialized catalog for 1967 is apparently in error by indicating the earliest
date for No. 26 is the same as for No. 26a. The reported earliest for No. 26
(per USPM) is Sept. 15, 1857, for stamp of plate 9 (e).
U. S. GOV'T

Information is requested regarding this marking, Figure F, hand
stamped on face of a letter postmarked Washington City /Nov. 15, 1956/
D.C. tying S2 (l00L7), reported by Mr. H. L. Fine. The letter is addressed
to Messrs Smith & Brown, 157 N. 2nd St., Philadelphia. Does this marking
have postal significance? Have duplicates been seen?
Plate Varieties

Mr. S. Dershowitz reports a constant square dot flaw on 27R25, as
illustrated in Figure 1, that is confirmed on several multiple pieces. The
dot is 0.7 mm WSW of the bottom of the ear lobe.
SYMBOLS USED IN THIS SECTION

To Consel"Ve space, the following symbols for the 3¢ stamp of the 1861-'60 issue al"e used accol'd
iog to the practice of specialists in this stamp fOI" many years. The symbol is at Jeft of hyphen,
and its Scott's U. S. Specialized numbel' 01' other designation is at j"ight of hyphen. Postal
mal"kings are in black unless otherwise specified.
Three cents: 81-10; 82-11 (incl plate 1 (late)) in OI·ange brown; 83-25; 84-26A: 85-26.

10



Figure 1

Double Transfers of Plate 11 (Late State)
of the Three-Cent 1857 Stamp

By P. F. ROSE (R.A. #421) and T. W. SIMPSON (R.A. #5)

The Dr. Carroll Chase article in our Perfex book, page 48, calls atten
tion to there being recognizable double transfers on over half of the
positions on this plate: forty-four on the left pane, fifty-one on the right
pane, and seven from unknown positions, but surely from plate 11 (late).
Some of these seven have since been tentatively plated.

Dr. Chase estimated that about 5000 impressions were made from
the late state of plate 11, as compared with about five times that many
from each of the other two states of the plate and seven times that many
from each state of plate 10; thus, only three out of 100 S4 stamps chosen
at random are likely to be from plate 11 (late), hence their scarcity. Based
on estimated number issued, stamps from plate 11 (late) are twice as
scarce as are orange-brown imperf stamps (Sl) from plate 1 (early)
and four times as scarce as similar Sl's from plates 0,1 (L), 2(e) and 5(e)
-see Chase book, page 84. Nearly all stamps from plate 11 (late) have
faint vertical frame lines, some almost invisible. The plate was re-entered
for the late state probably in December, 1858, hence stamps used before
that date cannot be from the late state.

The Chase book, page 59, illustrates (Fig. 33), position 91R11 (L)
double transfer, and his Perfex article, page 47, depicts five more (note
caption error showing 98L11 (L) whereas 89L11 (L) is correct). ChTonicle
Issue 17, illustrates several more, including a more complete showing of
91R11 (L). One of the authors owns film negatives, full size, of the plate
reconstruction as it existed at time of Dr. Chase's death, and glossy prints
from them are available for $3.50 for the pair of panes. Order from Mr.
M. H. Schuh, Treasurer of the Society.

Collectible interest in these double transfers as plate varieties de
pends on how extensively the extra transfer shows. Position 91R11 (L)
is the only double transfer of S4 listed in Scott's Specialized by position,
but others are equally strong or more so. The grading of the double trans
fers according to how extensively they are re-entered is indicated in the
following table, which also shows the Chase symbols used before the
plate position was found; such symbols are often noted on the back of
stamps identified by Dr. Chase.

The descriptions in the Table o. 1 indicate where to look for the
double transfers, but they are not all-embracing; that is, a shift in a
rosette center also may show in the rays or rim of the rosette. Further
more, any vertical distance greater than normal between letters and
limit-line of label also is evidence of a double transfer; in extreme cases
an extra line appears; in other instances the solid background of the
label merely seems fatter.
11



Abbreviations used in table: r-right; l-Ieft; up-upper; Iwr-lower; ros. cen.
rosette center (the small circle at center of rosette); ex-extra; med-medium; d-t
double transfer; mm-millimeter; direction of shift is indicated by standard compass
designations (see Webster's Dictionary under "compass"); thus, N, S, E, \¥, NW,
NNW, etc.; sl-slightly; di-blk-diamond block.

Table No. 1

Chase How
Position Symbol Extensive Desc1'iption

lL Q2 Slight up-I ros. cen. sl SW, also in U
2L G6 Slight wide up-I di-blk; sl d-t in U and S (letter)
3L H6 Slight up-r ros. cen. sl d-t SW
4L G2 Ex-strong Four ros. cen. 0.3 mm N, and ex top outer line and

in oval and upper label
6L Nl Ex-strong Similar to 4L, but 0.2 mm shift
8L Slight up-I ros. cen. sl down; slight d-t in up label
9L Slight up-r ros. rim fuzzy, sl d-t N in up label

10L Slight up-I ros. cen. sl NNE, also ros. rim and top of up
label

14L Ex-strong Similar to 4L but sl fuzzy all over
Shift is 0.2 mm NNW also strong d-t Iwr label, and
in oval

16L Jl Medium Both up ros. cen. 0.1 mm N; has up outer line and
line thru bottom of letters in up label

24L Medium Similar to 14L but sl less shift (about 0.1 mm).
Line above up label and in letters of both labels

26L M6 Slight Slight doubling up rt of top label
34L SI Slight Similar to 24L, but only 0.05 mm shift NNW and

shows sl outer line at top
41L Slight Shift to left at left end of bottom label
44L This position not shown on Dr. Chase's plates, but it is probably the Y6

double transfer. All others in this column show definite d-t's
50L A2 Slight up I ros. cen. 0.1 mm NNW; sl line bottom of up

label
51L H2 Slight Iwr I ros. cen. 0.1 mm SW; also in Iwr label letters
53L L3 Strong Lines thru top and bottom of letters of Iwr label;

and dot in right diamond block
54L Yl Strong Line at bottom of Iwr label
55L J 4 Strong Line at bot Iwr label and d-t in its letters
56L A4 Med-strong Doubling at bot Iwr label
57L C4 Slight Slight d-t at bottom of Iwr label
58L 16 Medium Iwr label has d-t; similar to 56L
63L T4 Med-strong' up ros. cen. 0.1 mm N; lines at top and bot up label

and thru letters
64L Al Ex-strong All ros. cen. 0.2 mm NNW; lines at top and bottom

of upper label and in oval
65L Bl Med-strong up ros. cen. 0.2 mm NW; doubling at top upper

label
66L E2 Slight up I ros. cen. 0.1 mm NW; doubling at top up label
68L A5 Slight Slight upward d-t in lower label
69L B5 Slight Bottom of letters in Iwr label slightly covered
70L Slight Line thru bot of letters of Iwr label
73L U6 Slight Left ros. cen. 0.05 mm NW
74L ZI Slight ros. cen. 0.1 mm NW; doubling at top of up label
76L Z6 Slight up left ros. cen. 0.05 mm NW; sl d-t at left of up

label
78L C5 Slight Similar to 76L but about 0.1 mm shift
79L K2 Slight up I ros. cen. O.lmm NW
80L Slight up I ros. cen. 0.05 mm NNW
84L Slight up I ros. cen. 0.05 mm NNW
12



Chase How
Position Symbol Extensive Description

89L

90L
93L

94L
95L

96L
98L
99L

100L

1R
2R
3R

4R
5R
6R

lOR
llR
13R

20R
21R

24R
25R
32R
33R
40R
41R
43R
44R
45R
51R
53R
54R
55R
57R

61R
62R

63R
66R

67R

71R
72R

73R

T1

M3

Q6
X3

H4
U1
U3

Z2
K5

V6

K1

C6
J5
E5
H5
02
B2
A6
X5
15

Y5
W5
P1
Xl

WI

A7

W2

QI

04

Strong

Slight
Strong

Slight
Strong

Slight
Medium
Strong

Slight

Medium
Slight
Slight

Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Medium

Slight
Slight

Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Medium
Medium

Slight
Ex-strong

Slight
Slight

Medium

Medium
Slight

Slight

0.1 mm downward shift of lwr label; shows extra
line at bottom, also sl d-t in letters of Iwr label
0.05 mm downward shift of lwr label
Iwr l' ros. cen.-0.1 mm SW; doubling of top and bot
of Iwr label
0.05 mm downward shift of Iwr label
Both bottom ros. cen. 0.2 mm SE, and downward
shifted lines at top and bottom of Iwr label
Iwr rt ros. cen. 0.05 mm NNW, left shift in bot label
lwr ros. cen. 0.1 mm SE; doubling in lwr label
up ros. cens. and up label 0.1 mm N. Strong outer
line over top label; a triple transfer (sl SE in lwr
l' ros. cen.)
fat up I di blk; extra line over top label

Right Pane

sl N d-t at top of upper label; also in upper ros.
Similar to 1R but less shift
SI N dot in up ros. cen. and at bot of letters in upper
label
up ros. cen., slightly N
sl doubling at rt of up label and in E of POSTAGE
sl N shift in up ros. cens. and in U
Trace of up I ros. cen. 0.3 mm N (double repair)
N shift top of label and in oval
N shift in bottom of letters of top label and rt shift
in lower label
sl rt shift in THREE and in lower I di-blk
sl thick under THREE; sl d-t in letters bot both
labels
sl doubling below EE
Thick lines above and below THREE CENTS
Thick top of up label
slleft shift in letters of top label
up ros. cen. 0.1 mm E
sl rt shift in POSTAGE
sl up rt shift in POSTAGE
Similar to 43R
sl thick under THREE
Thick at bottom of lwr label
Similar to 51R
Similar to 51R and rt shift in bot letters
Extra line at bottom of lwr label
up I ros. cen. 0.1 mm SW; sl shift in bottom Iwr
label
sl I shift in CENTS
up ros. cens. 0.05 mm Nv\'; in upper label, and fuzzy
top background
Bottom of lower letters cut off
Left shift in POSTAGE, and thick bottom of lower
label
ros. cens. 0.1 mm N and upward shift of letters in
both labels
rt shift in Iwr label and lwr rt ros. cen.
sl SE shift in left ros. cen. and bottom of letters in
labels
sl shift SE in up I ros. cen.
13



Chase How
Position Symbol Extensive Desc1'iption

74R
75R
77R

'79R
8IR

82R
83R
84R
85R

86R
89R
91R

92R
93R
94R
95R
96R

97R

98R

99R
100R

X2
B7

N4

B4
P4
J6

L5
P6

Y3
12
J2
L2
S4

G3

G3

R3
R4

Slight
Slight
Slight

Slight
Slight

Medium
Slight
Slight
Slight

Slight
Slight
Ex-strong

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Strong

Ex-strong

Ex-strong

Medium
Medium

sl rt shift in Iwr label letters
Iwr I ros. cen. 0.05 mm NW
up ros. cen. 0.1 mm NNW; top of upper label
doubled at its left
Thick top and bot of Iwr label, cutting into letters
Left ros. cens. sl SE; sl rt shift in POST'AGE and
THREE
Lines thru top and bottom of THREE CENTS
Line thru bot of EE CENTS
Iwr ros. cens. sl shifted SE; also in lower label
Lines thru bot of THREE CENTS, and faint line
above top la bel
sl up shift in top ros. cens. and in upper label
sl thick above and below letters of Iwr label
Iwr ros. cen. 0.3 mm SE; also up 1 ros. cen.; shift of
design below and at rt of lwr label
Letters of Iwr label show rt shift
Doubled top line of left label; rt shift lower label
Similar to 93R but less shift
Upper shift in both labels; distorted letters
Iwr ros. cens. 0.1 mm SE; lines top and bot of
Iwr label
Triple transfer; Iwr left ros. cen. 0.1 mm S; Iwr rt
ros. cen. 0.1 mm SE; lines thru top and bot of Iwr
labels
Triple transfer; resembles 97R, but has strong shift
of Iwr rt di-blk to right
Thicker above and below THREE CENT'S
Downward and rt shift in Iwr label

The unplaced double tmnsfers are described in Table No.2. To aid
in their future location on the plate, a tentative designation is supplied
of the transfer roll relief from which each was produced. This indicates
the horizontal row or rows from which the stamp was produced (see
Chronicle Issue o. 9 for enlarged illustrations of relief). However, be
cause of the various re-entries, the relief characteristics are uncertain,
nor often can comparison with an assumed corresponding position of the
intermediate state be of much help because of the extensive re-entries on
the plate.

Table 2

Descriptions
(and tentative 1'elief designations)

Medium

Slight

Slight
Slight
Slight

left ros. cens. slightly S; lines above and below
lower letters (C relief)
sl shift NW; line at bot of top letters; left ros. cens.
0.05 mm NW (B or C relief)
up I ros. cen. sl W (E or F relief)
up ros. cen. NW; sl doubling top up label; (E relief)
sl d-t in THREE and trace in Iwr left ros. cen. (C
relief)

(See description in table; this is believed to be one of the seven
unplated, but since identified)
The authors would like to see the original or a photo of this
stamp, or at least receive information that someone has such a
stamp bearing Dr. Chase's designation of this number on the back.

How
Extensive

Posit'ion
(Tentu- Chase

five) Symbol

65R B6

F4

M4
44L Y6

F7

57L C4

C7
14



Railroad Route-Agent and Station-Agent Markings

Compiled by C. L. TOWLE, Associate Editor

'Ye are fortunate to have Mr. Towle's consent to our request that he assume the
duties of compiling this section which has been so ably handled over the years by the
late Mr. Wm. W. Hicks. Mr. Towle's comments are usually related to the data in the
Remele book and in Schedules A-ll and A-12 of USPM, hence Remele numbers for
the markings are freely used for identification.

Memphis & Ohio R.RjWITHE 34 mm Black 1857-60 Remele M46-b
Figure G

The illustration in the Remele book is far from complete. By courtesy
of the listed contributors (see Fig. G) a complete illustration is depicted.
Although of 1862 Confederate usage this example is doubtless the same as
the one noted by Remele. The USPM listing should be revised as to size, and
also as to the station name.
BOSTON & BURLINGTON RR 37 mm Black 1857-60 Remele 89-b

Figure II
This marking ties S5 on an 1858 cover to Jamaica Plains, Mass. It is

new to the record and assigned Remele No. B9-b, the 32 mm marking
being re-assigned B9-a.
BOSTON & FALL RIVER RR Remele No. B-10

New data as to use of this marking comes to light from acquiring a
cover bearing it on S5 from Hyannis to Wareham, Mass., dated April 26,
1858. From the contents it appears that the marking was used by route
agents from Hyannis to Boston via Cape Cod RR from Hyannis to Middle
boro, and via Old Colony & Fall River RR from Middleboro to Boston.
The Cape Cod RR. was opened in 1854 from Hyannis to Middleboro.

. YORK & ERIE RR N.Y. Remele No. 12-i
Add red as a color to the Remele listing.

EASTERN RR Remele Nos. E3-a, E3-b, and E3-c
Effective 1857, the Eastern RR was awarded mail contract from

Boston to Portland, Me., via Portsmouth, N.H., over the Portland, Saco,
and Portsmouth RR which was under lease to the Eastern RR Accord
ingly route agents operated through from Boston to Portland (105 miles),
at least during the 1857-61 period.
OLD U. S. COVERS Are My Specialty
Write for my-

FREE SPECIAL LISTS OF OLD U.S. COVERS

Approval gladly sent to U.S. Philaletic Classics Society and A.P.S. members

The New AMERICAN STAMPLESS Cover Catalog

Hard Cover, Deluxe, Postpaid 00 $7.00
Paper Bound, Postpaid 00____ $5.00

E. N. SAMPSON
October Thru May-P.O. Box 592, Both, N.Y. 14810

June Thru September-P.O. Box 162, Hammond, N.Y. 13646
ADDITIONAL DATA-"HELD FOR POSTAGE"-Chronicle No. 53, Page 123.

Part of the description of Item "H," the "Held for Postage" marking
shown on Page 123 of Chronicle No. 53 was omitted. The full description
should have read, "Held FOT Postage," 46 X 3% j On coveT bTOught to New
York postojfice by U.S. Mail City DeliveTY, August 25,1858, but stamp not
applied until Aug. 28."
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L N
Newly Reported Domestic Postal Markings

References to USPM in the Ch?'onicle refer to the Society-sponsored book U. S.
Postal Ma?'idngs (md Related Mail Se?'vices by Tl'acy W. Simpson.

Illustm- USMP
tion No. Schedule Desc?'iption

Used
with

Repo'rted
by

A A-I

B A-I

FOUNTAIN, WIS/ ms D s1 28 X 2 S2 D. L. Jarrett
1856 usage

RICHLAND CITY, WIS/ ms D s1 48 X 3 S2 D. L. Jarrett
The two above have been reported on
stamp1ess, but here reported with stamps.
16



Plating Top-Row Copies of 5-4 and 5-5
(Scott's Nos. 26a and 26)

TRACY W. SIMPSON

R.A. No.5

Perhaps the next advance in the fascinating work of identifying plate
positions of the 3ct stamp of the 1851-'60 issue will be the reconstruction
of the top rows of the perforated Type II stamps (that do not have top and
bottom outer frame lines). All of these stamps, as you know, came from
relief A of the 6-relief roller, and they are easily recognized by the white
triangle relief defect above the lower left rosette, caused by a break in the
relief that prevented the tasselated design from transferring to the plate.

On some of the plates an attempt was made to repair this damage by
making dot-like indentations in the plate so the printed stamps show small
color dots or dashes that simulate the omitted tasselated background. This
attempt at repair was also in a few instances extended to the small pyramid
shaped area at right of the white triangle, giving rise to doubly repaired
positions.
Illustm- USMP
tion No. Schedule Description

Used
with

Repo1·ted
by

J A-2

G A-12

H A-11

K A-2

L A-2

M A-2

E. N. Costales

L. L. Downing

L. L. Downing

H. L. Fine

S2

L. H. Hartmann
T. Parks
H. L. Meyer

S5 C. L. T'owle

S5

S5

S2 R. B. Graham

U9 R. B. Graham

S2 R. B. Graham

Sl W. R. Gibson

S2

S2 N. L. Persson
D. L. Jarrett

S2 R. B. Graham

BOSTON & BURLINGTON RR/D C-37
See Mr. Towle's report

BOTETOURT SPRINGS/DIVa. C-37
Tall condensed letters

KEWANEE/D/ILL d-o C-36

P1ERREPONT MANOR/D/N-Y C-32

MONTGOMERY/D/N.Y. C-32
The "N" of N.Y. has the inclined stroke
going the wrong way

GEORGETOWN D.C./D/ 3 PAID
(stock style)

BRECKINBRIDGE/D/C. t C-26
Erroneous spelling; the "B" was removed
after about 3 mos use

A-14a PAID in dbl-lined oval 21 X 10
believed to be from West Brook, N.C.
Several PAIDS in single-lined oval are
known, but not in dbl lined

A-7 EMPIRE IRON WORKS/D/KY C-29
Previously reported without size 01' illus
tration. This postoffice was in Trigg
County

A-4 HALIFAX/D/1857/MASS dlc-31
with 5 pt star, both previously listed, but
the "1857" is l-lh mm high, not 2 mm

U.S. GOV'T
See text for comment

Memphis & Ohio R.R./yr D/WITHE C-34
See Mr. Towle's report

C

F

E

D

Not
shown A-8b

N A-28
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The late Dr. Carroll Chase designated those without repair as having
b1"oken relief; those having the repaired white triangle as having l'e]J(~il'ed

relief; and those having repairs in both areas as doubly TepaiTed. The Scott
Specialized refers to them as with "damaged" and with "retouched" trans
fers, but the double repair is not listed.

Identification of the broken-relief positions requires that the complete
upper margin of the stamp be visible so as to check the upward extension
of both recut frame lines and also the location of guide dot at upper right
in relation to top of right recut line. Hence unless there is something
special about the stamp (such as extra large distance from design to frame
line) a stamp that is incomplete at top is not worth trying to identify if
there is no "repair" in the white triangle.

Identification of stamps with repaired relief, on the other hand, does
not require more than enough of the stamp to show the repair-because
no two repairs are exactly alike. However, the recut frame lines, the upper
guide dot, etc., are an aid to such identification as a supplement. The con
dition requirement for collectibility of stamps with 1"epaiTed reliefs is thus
very modest.

Dr. Chase made an excellent start on these top-row reconstl'Uctions,
and fortunately his notes and progress reconstructions are in the hands of
those who try to carryon the work. From complete panes that came to his
attention (one pane of plate 10, and those of plates 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
and 28) he was able to match the top rows to produce several sets of these
reconstructions. Also by aid of strips, etc., he similarly reconstructed the
top rows of plate 9 (in two states) 10 and 11 (three states each) and
plate 15. His notes for positions 7 and 8 of 26R and for positions 5 and 6
of 28L are uncertain, so this author would like to photograph any stamps
marked as from those positions.

By reference to Dr. Chase's article in our Perforation Centennial
Book, it will be noted that top-row reconstructions are missing from three
plates having repaired reliefs and six plates having broken reliefs, and
after allowing for one stamp with repaired relief on plate 24, there remain
60 stamps with repaired relief and 120 stamps with broken reliefs still to
be listed and identified. Dr. Chase found a large number of these, and he
marked them on the back with a T-number (such as T-89, etc.). Quite a
few more have been found by others, notably A. S. Wardwell, Dr. S.
Dershowitz, J. A. Farrington, P. F. Rose, and the author. By grouping
these unknowns according to characteristics, a fail' estimate of what
stamps were used in association with others may be made. Among the
items considered in these groupings are (1) type of repair-fat dots,
sloping short dashes, faint small dots, and so on; (2) thickness of frame
lines-faint, fat, doubled, fuzzy; (3) color; (4) year of use-obviously a
stamp used in 1857 and 1858 could not be from a plate first introduced
later, as were most of the plates numbered in the 20's. Reference to
Schedule A-34 of USPM supplies first-use dates.

By cooperative effort, considerable progress has been made in assem
bling strips and ties to center-line copies. Ties to plate numbers are still
not yet attainable except for the top row of plate 14 of which 12 positions
are almost certainly placed. Nine positions of the plate containing the
Q-recut are also placed. (The Q-recut is the only S5 stamp having recut
inner line at right). If it 'were only possible to acquire a few more matched
pairs or strips that would tie things together, a considerable showing
could be made. Please send any pairs or strips to the author for identifica
tion (no charge), and perhaps some missing links may be found.
18



U.S.A. STAMP CO.
ANNOUNCES A SERIES OF MONTHLY MAIL

AUCTION SALES INCLUDI NG BOTH 19th CEN

TURY & 20th CENTURY MATERIAL.

FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST

U.S.A. STAMP CO.
Box #3263

Grand Central Station, N.Y., N.Y. 10017
WE used to list the names of the journals that we
print but the list is growing so fast that we don't

dare list them at the moment.

For those who would like to see the present list we
will be glad to try to keep you up to date.

We invite your inquiry.

35 NEW STREET· WORCESTER 5. MASS .. U.S.A.

PRINTERS TO THE CHRONICLE OF THE U.S. CLASSIC ISSUES
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Civil War

Patriotic Covers

Several hunched different designs III Used Condition,
Priced $3.50 to $100.00 each, available.

Included are many different Flag, Portraits, Generals,
Battle Scenes, Regiments, Views, Camp Scenes, Cannons,
Maps, etc.

Excellell t selection of "Lincoln" designs for the Lincoln
specialist.

Several Caricature designs and a number of different beau
tiful Magnus designs, all used, available.

Our affiliate, CO FEDERATE PHILATELY, INC., has
the most comprehensive stock of Confederate Patriotic
Covers existing.

SELECTIONS GLADLY SENT ON APPROVAL

AGAINST REFERENCES.

What Would You Like To See?

Installment Payment Terms If Desired.

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
APS 88 Beacon Street £
SPA Boston, Mass. 02108 ;:]
CSA Phone: 612-523-2522 D
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THE 1861-169 PERIOD
RICHARD B. GRAHAM, Editor

This section of ChTonicle No. 54 is aimed, to a degree, at catching up
with reports of various categories covered in past issues. Those who sub
mitted some of the items mentioned will recognize they were held for some
time. We still have many items on hand, mostly fancy cancels, which we
hope to use when space permits.

We wish to apologize to Mr. David Skowland for neglecting to mention
him as the person submitting item "G" described on page 131 of ChTonicle

0.53.
The mention of Missouri Civil War covers brought a good response

from several people. It is requested that further material be submitted
along these lines, and also that similar material be submitted for the states
of Kentucky and West Virginia.
Cancellations and Postal Markings

Route Agent Roger B. Cotting informs us that his project of listing
and illustrating all possible cancellations and postal markings on or con
nected with the 3¢ 1861 stamps is coming along nicely. However, further
help from those having such items is needed in order to obtain clear,
complete examples of markings and information for illustration and
recording.

At present this project includes thirty-two categories of markings,
with over 1200 illustrations, including both fancy and common cancella
tions, and postal markings such as forwarding handstamps, advertised,
registered, dead letter office and many others. Anyone willing to help should
contact Roger B. Cotting/P.O. Box 271/Fairbanks, Alaska 99701.
Late Carrier Rate Covers of the 1861 Period

Mr. Mortimer L. Neinken showed us a cover bearing copies of the 1¢
and 3¢ rose 1861 stamps, and addressed to an officer of the 165th New YOTk
State VolunteeT Zouaves, Port Hudson, Louisiana-or elsewheTe. This
covel' originated at New York, bearing New York c.d.s. markings and
duplexed cork killers, dated June 27, 1863. The date is confirmed as 1863
by the military records-the 165th New York ("2nd Duryea's Zouaves")
were not organized until November, 1862 and were located at Port Hudson,
La., from May 24,1863 until July 22nd, 1863, only.

The Act of March 3, 1863 (12 Stat. 704-707) abolished the 1¢ carrier
fee, effective July 1, 1863, and hence a June 27, 1863 usage is an extremely
late example of this rate, which had existed since 1851. Does anyone have
a later carrier cover with the 3¢ plus 1¢ rate?
OUR ADVERTISERS

DESERVE YOUR PATRONAGE
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Demonetization

In ChTonicles Nos. 46 and 48, there were published lists of covers
illustrating various phases of demonetization of the United States 1857
issue of stamps and its replacement with the new 1861 issue. While this
was rather conclusive in illustrating that the traditionally reputed pattern
of replacement, as indicated in the Government bulletins of the time,
actually bore little relation to what really happened, a few more listings
of interest have been reported.

Mr. Walter Hubbard furnished us a Xerox of a cover bearing a 3¢
1857 stamp with a Middleburg, Vt. c.d.s. tying the stamp, and the cover
is dated May 12th, 1863-long after the stamps of the 1857 issue had been
declared invalid. However, the Middlebury postmaster had mailed the
letter, apparently, without question. As we recall, our authority upon
Vermont postal history, Mr. George Slawson, has stated that this is per
fectly normal for such covers mailed in Vermont, and that he has never
seen a cover bearing demonetized stamps which was not accepted by a
Vermont postmaster.

Mr. Nelson W. Van Brunt submitted two covers of interest. One is an
addition to List VI in Chronicles 46 and 48 (Forwarded covers beal'ing
both issues), as follows:

Sharon Springs, New York Aug. 23, (1861) 3¢ 1857 rose

Springfield, Mass. Aug. 26, (1861) 3¢ 1861 (rose)

The postmaster at Springfield apparently tore off most of the old
stamp before forwarding the cover. The 3¢ 1861 stamp applied at Spring
field is one of the typical early rose shades, with a trace of pink, perhaps,
and on thin paper as nearly as can be told about a stamp on a cover.

The other cover is an addition to List II, (Late Uses of 1857 Issue.
Stamps Not Accepted as Valid), except that it has an additional element
of interest.

" t • ," ....,y lJ 'T'ft-
Figure 1

Fori' Wayne, Indiana, Nov. 27, 1863, a rather late attempt to use the 3¢ 1867 stamp. Probably
not accepted and hence marked "Due 6" or "Due 3", the denomination being indistinguishable
and obscured by the large "3." The latter, probably struck at the destination, was struck once
on the cover and twice on the stamp. From the collection of Nelson Van Brunt.

The second cover is partially illustrated in Figure 1, and was ad
dressed to Springfield, Vermont. As may be noted, it bears a 3¢ 1857 stamp,
undoubtedly on the cover when it entered the mails at Fort Wayne on Nov.
22



Circular Usage of the Two-Cent Black Jack:
A Request For Assistance

(DELF NORONA, 315 7th St., Moundsville, W.Va. 26041)

It is probably not news to readers of the Chronicle, but a few intro
ductory comments may not be amiss concerning the necessity of issuing a
Two Cent stamp in July, 1863 (the intriguing Black Jack).

This stamp was issued for use on two general classes of domestic
mail:

(a) Sec. 23 ... "Local or drop letters," 2 cents per half ounce, "to
be prepaid by postage stamps affixed ..."

(b-1) Sec. 34 "on transient mailable matter of the second class, and
also on all miscellaneous mailable matter of the third class, (except circu
lars and books,) shall be two cents for each four ounces ... in all cases
fully prepaid by stamps, plainly affixed ... Double these rates shall be
charged for books ..."

(b-2) "Unsealed circulars, not exceeding three in number shall pass
at the single rate of two cents ... prepaid by stamps ..."

At the time these new domestic rates were adopted there were rates
already in existence to some foreign countries requiring 2 cents postage
on newspapers.

Of course, there was no actual need for a 2 cent stamp. Two 1 cent
stamps could be used on a single drop or circular letter, a combination of
a 1 cent and a 3 cent stamp for a double rate, and so on. However, the
Two Cent Black Jack did serve a useful purpose.

What follows refers to (b-2) above, relating to unsealed domestic
circulars:

Why were town marks-either a town mark with the month and day
logos or town mark without the month and day, so often omitted on circular
covers '?

It may be argued that an individual postmaster considered a batch of
say 100 or so identical circular letters delivered to him at one time for
distribution far and wide in the category of "trash" mail (to use an ad
jective which we believe has recently been used by our postal authorities).
Possibly clerks considered it wasn't worth the effort to apply two hand
stamps, one with town mark, the other with the obliterator on a near
worthless advertising circular!

Without tabulating several score of Black Jack circular letter covers
27, 1863 where the small double circle marking was applied. Also applied
there, it seems reasonably sure, was the small due marking which probably
originally read "Due 6" although a few people who have examined the item
have believed it read "Due 3". In any case the numeral of the small mark
ing was obscured by the very large "3" which was struck on the stamp, also.

The great probability here is that the 1857 stamp was not recognized
as good for postage by the Fort Wayne postoffice. Marking the cover "Due
6" would then have been in accord with the regulation, new in July, 1863,
to the effect that unpaid letters found in the domestic mails were to be
charged double postage due. Here, we believe, is where the postmaster or
clerk at Springfield, Vermont showed himself to be a true Vermonter, if he,
noting that double postage had been charged, applied the large "3". It is,
of course, entirely possible that the reason for the additional three is en
tirely different, but it does not seem too unreasonable to suggest the Ver
mont postmaster did not feel the circumstances were not exactly those
called for in the requirement that double postage be charged.
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of which we have detailed records, roughly half have town-marks plus
additionally struck killer cancellations, the balance have only the killer.
Some of these killers come well within the definition of "fancy cancella
tions," and as such are of interest to collectors.

Of those without town-marks a percentage have return corner cards
indicating town of origin, others-Praise the Lord-have been preserved
with their contents intact, some with contents constituting interesting
Americana.

However, in the case of many circular covers with nothing to indicate
town and date of origin, the problem arises as to where they were used.
. Search has been made in vain through postal laws and regulations of
the period without finding any directive by the Department during the
1861-1868 era authorizing the omission of the town postmark on circular
mail.

Can any of our readers furnish us with suggestions or quote some
thing published by the P.O.D. concerning this matter?

Carefully compiled and collated lists of covers, showing, (a) town.
(b) date, (c) illustration of cancellation, and (d) color of postmark, would
enable person owning a particular fancy cancellation properly to identify
the same.

In New York, for instance, an interesting leaf-shaped killer was used
on 2 cent circulars (with several variations in design, probably produced
by some whittling clerk). This leaf-shaped cancel was used on domestic
first-class mail, drop letters, circulars, as well as on letters to foreign
countries. To add zest to the problem similar leaf-shaped killers are also
known used by postmasters in other towns. Again, these leaf-shaped can
cellations are not always clearly applied.

Reference

Act of March 3, 1863, sees. 23, 34. The Statutes at La1'ge ... f1'om Decembe1' 5, 1859,
to March 3, 1863 ... collated with the 01'iginals at Washington. Vol. XII, Boston,
1863, pp. 705-706.
United States-Canadian Mails Between East and West

Mr. David L. Jarrett sends the photo illustrated with this article as
Figure 2, and asks the following questions:

Why did the Fort Colville postmaster rerate the cover from Due 10
to Due 15?

What is the "U.S. 10 cts." (greenish blue-black) doing on the cover if
the actual rate was 15¢?

During the 1850's, the "California" rate (rate for over 3000 miles)
was 15¢ for U.S.-Canadian mails. When was the rate instituted and when
did it change?

These questions are probably best taken up in reverse order. The rates
in effect during the early part of the 1861-69 period had been established
by the U.S. Canadian postal agreement effective April 9, 1851. By this,
the U.S. rates were 10¢ per V2 ounce letter except for letters originating
on the Pacific Coast and addressed to the East. For these, the rate was
15¢ per V2 ounce letter. Prepayment was possible but not required, al
though partial payment was not recognized and there was no penalty for
unpaid letters. Each country agreed to recognize the others' stamps as
evidence of prepayment. A number of exchange offices were set up along
the border. The exchange offices were supposed to handstamp their country
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(Photogmph by Jal'l'ett)
Figure 2

Probably originated at Fort Colville, Washington Territory, January 8, 1867. Addres~ed to
Canada West.

name, as country of OrIgm, and the amount due in the currency of the
other country. This latter provision was added after the original agree
ment, and the convention of red ink for pre-paid and black for unpaid was
supposed to be used, although many exceptions are known.

These were the rates and practices in force at the beginning of the
1861 period, as given us by Mrs. Susan M. McDonald who has written up
the subject in detail in the work cited in the bibliography.

The rate changed twice during the 1861-69 period, although the first
change, which was caused by the U.S. California" rate being changed, was
rather obscure and actually was not made a formal part of the agreement
being rather a U.S. affair, anyhow. Previous to July 1, 1863, letters travel
ing in the mails over 3000 miles were rated at 10¢ per % ounce; those
traveling shorter distances were rated at 3¢. The rate after July 1, 1863
for domestic letters, regardless of distance, was at the 3¢ rate. To adjust
the matter of U.S. rates to Canada to conform, without having to renego
tiate the treaty, the following notice was issued:

OFFICIAL

ORDER ESTABLISHING A UNIFORM RATE OF LETTER POSTAGE
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Post Office Department
Washington, February, 17, 1864

Whereas the actual distance between San Francisco and the frontier line of
Canada, VIA THE OVERLAND ROUTE, as at present traveled, is under
the limit of 3000 miles, within which, by the terms of article 3rd of the postal
arrangements between the United States and Canada of 25th March, 1851,
the combined international rate of 10 cents is chargeable; and whereas the
Post Office Department of Canada has, for the sake of uniformity, consented
to modify the provisions of Article 3rd of the said postal arrangements as to
abolish the international postal charge of 15¢, the single rate heretofore
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levied upon letters passing between Canada and California, Oregon and Wash
ington Territory, and thus establish a uniform rate of postage for letters of
ID¢ the single rate between Canada and all parts of the United States; IT IS
HEREBY ORDERED that in future the international postage charge upon
all letters between Canada and any part of the United States shall be ID¢ the
single rate of half an ounce or under, prepayment optional, without regard
to difference of distance or route of conveyance.

M. Blair
Postmaster General

As may be noted, the change was by agreement with the Canadian
government, but some inventiveness regarding the distance over the over
land route was used so that the original treaty did not require revision.

In 1868, effective April 1 of that year, the basic U.S.-Canada rate
was reduced to 6¢, this only applying to prepaid letters, however. Unpaid
letters continued to be rated at 10¢. This rate was in effect until 1875.

Returning to Mr. Jarrett's original questions, and noting that the
date of the cover is probably 1867, the correct rate should have been 10¢
collect. The "U.S. 10 cts" marking, is, of course, the U.S. exchange office
marking and this apparently effectively corrected the "Due 15" mls mark
ing. Just why this was put on the cover, apparently correcting a previously
written "10" we do not know. Possibly the postmaster was uncertain of
the rate after writing the "Due 10" and being unable to find a copy of the
1864 notice, corrected to 15¢ to be on the safe side. Whether the 1866
P.L. & R. shows this rate correctly we also do not know.

Bibliography

Ashbrook, Stanley B., Special Set'vice, pages 41-42.
McDonald, Mrs. Susan, Canada-U.S. Ag?'eement of 1875 Ended Complex Systems oj

Exchange, article in Postal Histo?'Y J01l1'nal, pp. 33-51, Whole No.9, December 1962.
Registration

In response to the article on this subject in Ch1'onicle No. 53, Mr. C. J.
Starnes sends us several items which appeared in the semi-official U.S.
Mail and Post Office Assistant, which was the Postoffice Department's
normal mode of schooling postmasters and clerks in new procedures or
changes in regulations. The items, as will be noted, confirm the date of the
beginning of the 20¢ registration fee and also confirm that stamps were
to be used to collect the fees for the first time in history.

From U.S.M. & P.O.A. for May, 1867

It is probable that before the next number of this paper reaches our subscribers,
those of them who are postmasters will have received from the Department a copy of
the new Regulations concerning the Registration of Letters, together with a supply of
the necessary blanks and of the "Registered Package Envelopes," which form a very
prominent feature of the new system. We take this occasion to call to their attention
some of the more important details to which it will be necessary to give careful heed
in carrying out the new regulations. All of these regulations are important; but the
neglect of some of them may be perhaps attended with more serious results (to him
who neglects them, at least) than would the neglect of others. It will be distinctly
understood that the system is not to go into effect until the fi?'st day of June; up to
that date the old system is to be continued. In the meantime it will be well to be prepared
to act under the new regulations so that when postmasters begin to register letters
according to their provisions, they will be sure to remember-

1. That the registry fee is to be prepaid in stamps (attached to the letter and
cancelled) instead of ?/loney, (£S he?·etofo?·e. This applies to all registry fees-the twenty
cent fee on letters to any part of the United States, England, Ireland, Scotland, 'Wales
and the Island of Jamaica, or the five cent fee on letters to Canada or Germany. Ten
cent and five cent stamps for this purpose can be obtained from the Department by
ordering in the usual manner through the Third Assistant Postmaster General; and it
is not improbable that twenty cent stamps will hereafter be issued. Two ten cent stamps
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will, of course, answer for the prepayment of the twenty cent fee. If a postmaster is
unprovided with these he can use three cent and two cent stamps until a supply of tens
can be obtained....

Actually, the first notices of the new system had appeared some time
before this and a rather complete run-down had appeared in the February,
1867 issue of V.S.M. & P.G.A. Excerpts from this article follow:

THE NEW REGISTRY SYSTEM

The Postmaster General has caused to be prepared, and will soon issue to Post
masters, new Regulations concerning the registration of valuable letters.... The plan
contemplated by the Department is as follows:

All post offices are to be supplied by the Department with envelopes of a peculiar
character and appearance, called "Registered Package Envelopes." These are of large
size, made of stout Manilla paper, and marked with two broad red stripes passing
lengthwise across the upper and lower portions of the face and back, leaving the inter
vening space for the address, and also with propel' spaces for postmarks and numbers.
The word "Registered" appears in large letters on the face. All registered letters when
mailed, must be enclosed in one of these "Registered Package Envelopes" by the mailing
postmaster and the envelope postmarked and numbered. These envelopes are in all cases
to be m:liled without wrapping or tying.

Regi3tered letters are never to be sent "direct" when a Distributing Post Office
intervenes between the mailing office and the office of destination (except in the case
of offices which exchange through brass-locked pouches), whether going within the
state where mailed or not. No attention is to be paid to any request to "mail direct"
where to do so would involve a neglect of this regulation.

The registered letter bill and the return bill are to be sent from the mailing office
together, and in the same mail which conveys the registered letter or letters to which
they refer. The bills are to be enclosed in the usual franked envelopes, directed to the
P.M. at the office to which the registered letters are to be sent, and placed among the
ordinary letters.

. . . At every post office, the P.M. or at least one trusty clerk must be present
at the opening of ever'Y a1Tival mail pouch, and take charge of all "registered package
envelopes," which may be contained therein, keeping a record of their numbers, post
marks and addresses. Postmasters at separating offices are to be required to keep a
record of the numbers, postmarks, and addresses of all registered package envelopes
passing through their offices, and also of all registered packages of postage stamps
and stamped envelopes. Route Agents and Railway P.O. Clerks are required to keep
a similar record, and to obtain l'eceipts for all registered matter from the person to
whom it is transferred by them, in all cases where practicable....

The registration fee on all letters is to be prepaid by stamps.
The above are the principal features of the new registry system. Full instruc

tions, with the necessary blanks, registered package envelopes, etc., will be issued
by the Department at an early day....

The fact that registered letters were promptly enclosed in another
envelope ("Registered Letter Package") explains why only markings of
the mailing office appear upon such covers. Another notice in the April,
1867 issue of the V.S.M. & P.O.A. also discussed the new registry system
and emphasized that the old system was still to be used until June 1, 1867
and that the new forms, etc. were not to be used until that date.
Reports of Domestic Postal Markings

The markings shown in Plate I 'were reported as follows:
(All in black unless otherwise noted)

Item

A

Used with
Description Scott No.

PARIS/PA, with high "A" of "PA".· 65
Used with accompanying killer; not du-
plexed, with M/S date. Probably early
1860's, judging from stamp shade.

Reported by

R. B. Graham
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Item

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

L

M

N

P

Q

R

S

Desc?'iption

LONSDALE/D/ 18 R.I. 6?, in blue.
Year date brackets "R.I."; last digit not
clear.
Harrisburgh, Pa. duplex; killer similar
but different design from HS1400. May
be postwar, judging from style of c.d.s.

PETROLEUM CENTER/D/PA, du
plexed with cross cut cork. Industry
townmark.

SHENANDOAH IRONWORKS/D/VA,
with target killer, not duplexed. Indus
try townmark. Must be postwar.

New Berne/D/N.C., small non stock (24
& 14.5 mm) double circle; with duplexed
cork, possibly fancy design, but not dis
tinguishable as such.

FORT HAMILTON/yrD/N.Y., duplexed
with killer (patent?) as shown. Fort
marking. Small stock (25mm) double
circle.
PAPER MILL VILLAGE/D/N.H., not
duplexed, with star killer. Industry town
mark.

NORTH EVANS,/ Monday/yr date/
N.Y., in blue. Examples of this marking
are said to exist for all days of week,
except Sunday, but only Monday has
been seen by Period Editor. Dates April
through July have been seen.

PROFILE HOUSE/D/N.H., in double
outer circle, non standard 33.5 & 30 mm.
This marking goes with item (1), pages
66-67, Chronicle No. 49. Not duplexed.

CANADIAN TERRITORY, in red. Trac
ing is not exact. On loose stamp. Reason
for usage unknown, and additional ex
amples or information is desired.

"3", Due 3, and Due 6. See text for de
tails.
WINCHESTER, VA ?-Occupation
marking. Details or better strikes
needed.
N ASHVILLE/D/TENN occupation
marking. This marking is scarce and de
tails of covers, particularly those with
dated letter enclosures, are needed.

PORT ROYAL/D/S.C. This is the first
(probably) Post Royal occupation mark
ing, those seen dating from Dec., 1861.
Details and dates of covers are desired.

DERBY/D/VT-not shown in plate 1 as
this is illustrated in Simpson's USPM,
Plate 7, Page 29.

HADDAM,CT/D, not illustrated in Plate
1 as this is shown in Simpson's U.S,P.M.
in Plate 1, Page 17.

Used with
Scott No. Repm·ted by

65 Walter Hubbard

65 Walter Hubbard

65 R. B. Graham

65 R. B. Graham

U58 N. L. Persson

65 D. T. Beals III
(Society circuit
sales book)

65 Walter McKean

65 Various

65 L. L. Downing

87 Walter Hubbard

Nelson N. Van Brunt

65 N. L. Persson

65 Scott Gallagher

65 Scott Gallagher

65 C. E. Taft

65 C. E. Taft
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Colors and Color Names of Stamps

ELLIOTT PERRY

Editorial note: Mr. Perry was asked to speak at SIPEX on this subject, with es
peciall'eference to the 1¢ ultramarine 1861 stamp. Mr. Perry's talk was illustrated with
some 19 color slides, obviously not reproducible here. However, much of Mr. Perry's
commentary is worth l'epeating in spite of the slides not being available. In reply to an
editorial request, Mr. Perry gave us the following:

Basically, the problem is to determine whether the color name is that
of the pigment providing the color of the ink, or is just an official or un
official name of a color resembling the color of such a pigment, disregarding
whether the ink used in printing the stamp actually contained any of
that pigment. Some color names have been in use so long that they have
become attached to certain stamps and mayor may not really agree with
the name given to that or any similar color in any standard COIOl' nomen
clature or chart.

Ultramarine was selected here for discussion because it had been used
for a great many years and ultramarine pigment is known to have been
the coloring matter in the ink which was used to print many U.S. revenue
stamps for a year or so around 1869.

An attempt was made to identify that ultramarine 'with the color of
a 1¢ U.S. postage stamp issued in 1861, as and, in fact, this color of that
stamp was listed as one of the commoner color varieties available accord
ing to the Scott catalog for 1898. Viz.:

1¢ ultramal'ine
1¢ blue
1¢ dark blue

Unused

35
45

1.00

Used

6
6

10

If those 1¢ stamps in the ultramarine color were so common in 1898
what became of them? In the 1966 Scott catalog ultramarine has the
second highest price unused and only the indigo is priced as high in a
used condition. Viz.:

Unused Used

1¢ blue 14.00 3.75
pale blue 14.00 3.75
bright blue 14.00 6.00

a) 1¢ ultramarine 18.50 7.50
b) 1¢ dark blue 17.50 4.75

indigo 27.50 7.50

The first four slides shown were of ultramarine stamps taken on
various films, etc., using eight 1¢ 1861, a pair of 3¢ 1869, a 1¢ 1890, a
damaged Excelsior Match of Baltimore, and three 2¢ blue proprietary
stamps of 1862 et seq. Several of the 1¢ 1861's had been expertized as being
ultramarine, and most of the other stamps are either listed in the catalog
as being "ultramarine" or are known to have been printed in ultramarine
pigment ink. On each slide, of the 1¢ 1861 stamps, one defective stamp
stood out as greatly resembling in color the grayer known ultramarine
pigment stamps. This stamp is postmark cancelled "Portland/Mar 8/1863/
Me." If this stamp is ultramarine, it is the only true ultramarine which
the writer has found among many 1861 stamps, in addition to the Acker
man collection, which have passed through his hands. He is puzzled to
understand how a color which apparently was so common 68 years ago
could be so uncommon today.
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Slide No.5 showed about sixty stamps which are now cataloged as
ultramarine, including 3¢ and 6¢ 1869, 1¢ 1870-79 and later, 10¢ registry
and special delivery, Navy Department, 2¢, 10¢ and 50¢ First Issue general
revenues, and eight foreign stamps, including Bolivia 5¢, Canada, Natal,
St. Helena, Tonga and others.

A $2.50 II Issue revenue proof from the composite plate in a color
which is certainly ultramarine showed definitely as blue on the slide.

Slides 6, 7, 8 and 9 showed all the General Issue revenue stamps and
all but about six of the Private Die revenues which are listed in ultra
marine. These were from the collection of Morton Dean Joyce and were
shown by his generous cooperation. Missing varieties which could not be
put on slides in time have been photographed for the record.

The Private Die group includes several varieties which are so ex
tremely rare that only one, two, or three copies are known to exist. R0132u
("Matches," head of Franklin) and RS115u (2¢ John F. Henry), formerly
in the Holcombe collection, are believed to be unique. This slide also had
a "Matches" in blue from a worn plate-one of several "worn plate"
varieties which are sometimes mistaken for ultramarine. Both of two
known 4¢ Ayer and one of two known 8¢ Ives Matches were shown. The
cork stained 4¢ Ayer is believed to be the first one found. It belonged to the
writer for many years.

It was indeed an unusually great pleasure to be able to have members
of the Classics group see enlarged pictures in correct colors of varieties
which most collectors have never seen.

One slide showed an uncancelled and a cancelled $15 Mortgage and an
uncancelled block of the 10¢ Contract. The former is always a deep violet
color. The latter is a paler and much duller ultramarine. It is known that
at least two batches of ultramarine ink were used on the revenue stamps
and that they differed unmistakably. George Turner believes the variation
is too great to have come from only two batches, and that much of the
variation is not due to aging or fading. The $15 Mortgage is never the
grayish blue which is always seen on the 10¢ Foreign Exchange. If the
difference was due to a natural or unintentional change, colors "in be
tween" would be expected, but they are not found.

Slides 10, 11 and 12 were of color varieties of the 24¢ 1861-67 and con
tained the so-called first printing violet, as well as a steel blue and the
more common varieties, but all showed reddish on the slides. At present,
no film seems to be available which will normally bring out violet ink and
various films and filters were used in an attempt to show the separation
here.

Mention was not made in connection with the listed shades of the 24¢
1861 that the purported shade of "brown lilac" is a verbal monstrosity,
possibly due to editorial color blindness. Mixing brown-which is actually
darkened orange-with any hue, tint or shade of violet or purple does not
produce any color which may be called brown-lilac, purple brown, brown
violet, infinitum ad nauseum in stamp catalogs. What does a dark purple
orange look like?

Slides 13 to 18 were devoted to pigeon blood and other pink, pinky or
pinkish 3¢ stamps of 1861 et seq. Also Perry Sapperstein's "double corner"
and "tool damage" varieties of that stamp were shown. Dave Baker's
pigeon blood reminded the writer of Cousin Egbert's cravat which had
been tied many times-and needed it once more. Perhaps one more try is
needed to bring out the glorious beauty of that stamp.

The writer is pleased to have this opportunity to deny that he had
anything to do with inventing "pigeon blood" and believes that term was
in use to describe the unusual early color of the 3¢ 1861 pink before he
had outgrown knee pants. He also wishes to thank Scott Gallagher and
Dick Graham for courtesies extended at Sipex and in making slides.
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Essays Used on Cover
Dave Baker illustrated part of the item shown above in the Baker

Column in Stamps on February 6, 1965. The entire item is shown here,
the cover being cut horizontally in the center. There is, consequently, no
evidence whether or not the cover ever bore an address or a town postmark.
The essay is the Bowlsby essay which was patented Dec. 20, 1865. The
idea was that the postmaster would simply detach the coupons which were
part of the stamp and that the stamp would be worthless without the
coupon. Some of these essays, which were printed by the National Bank
note Company for Mr. Bowlsby to demonstrate his patent, were perforated
between stamp and coupon, some were rouletted and these are imperforate.
For further details we refer to Mr. Baker's column and the Brazer catalog.

The question in our minds is just how were these stamps used or were
they simply applied to a convenient cover for demonstration? The design
is, of course, the regular 1¢ 1861 design and the essays were printed in
many colors, including blue. If, as we recall, these essays on the cover
were in blue, they would have undoubtedly been accepted for postage with
the coupons detached. Possibly this was the case as they are shown.

Judging from the envelope, the essays were cancelled at New York, for
the envelope is one issued in conjunction with the New York Sanitary Fair
of 1864.

With the information available, we can only speculate as to the details
of the possible usage of this item.
Early Dates of Usage of the 1861 Stamps
Mr. William C. Coles, R.A. #418, reports an August 19, 1861 usage

of the 3¢ rose stamp. The usage is from Philadelphia, bearing the octagonal
c.d.s. of that city on a cover which was mis-sent or at least given to the
wrong person who opened the letter. The cover is also docketed as received
on August 22, 1861.

Mr. Coles notes that the cover was submitted to the late Stanley B.
Ashbrook who advised that it was the third such 3¢ 1861 cover of this
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I AM INTERESTED IN PURCHASING BETTER 19th

CENTURY AND 20th CENTURY COVER COLLECTIONS,

EARLY FDC, EARLY AIRMAILS AND U.S. ZEPPELINS.

AL ZIMMERMAN
843 VAN NEST AVE. - BRONX, N. Y. 10462
date which he had recorded, the other two then being in the Chase and
Waterhouse collections.

This date is, according to our present knowledge, the earliest re
corded date of usage of the 3¢ 1861 stamp in the rose shades.

Mr. Roger B. Cotting reports an August 23, 1861 usage, presumably
of the rose shade, from Lake City, Minnesota and an August 29, 1861
usage of the rose-pink shade from Troy, ew York.

Mr. Charles J. Starnes has sent to us, as culled from the Ashbrook
Special Service, the following list of early usages of the 1861 and subse
quent issues until the grills appeared.

Stamp

1¢
3¢ Pink
3¢ Rose
5(' Buff
51/ Brown
5¢ Red Brown
5¢ Black Brown

10¢ Type 1
10¢ Type 2
12¢
15¢
241/ Violet
24¢ Steel blue
24¢ Red lilac
24¢ Brown lilac
24¢ Gray lilac
24¢ Lilac
301/
901/

2¢

Earliest reported
date of usage

17 Aug. 61
18 Aug. 61
19 Aug. 61
19 Aug. 61

3 Feb. 63
2 Jan. 62

18 July 63
17 Sept. 61
20 Aug. 61
16 Oct. 61
15 April 66
20 Aug. 61

4 Oct. 61
7 Jan. 62

11 Feb. 62
30 Oct. 62
20 Feb. 63
20 Aug. 61

? Sept. 61
1 July 63

Ashbrook Special
Se1'vice, page-

114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
210
210

As may be noted, Mr. Ashbrook gave no definite date for the earliest
usage of the 90¢ stamp. This was probably because he was shown a cover
with a September, 1861 date, the month but not the day being legible,
and the next earliest listing he had for this stamp was Nov. 27, 1861.

The 15¢ Lincoln, issued in 1866, has been much discussed in recent
years as to date of earliest usage and the present date, June 17, 1866, as
listed in the Scott Specialized catalog, does not agree with the Ashbrook
data. While it is certain that the cover from which Ashbrook made his
listing did not come to light as a result of the several articles published
on the subject a few years ago, it has been the Period Editor's feeling that
Mr. Ashbrook's listing was probably correct, as we believe that he pre
ferred to make such listings after confirming them by actually seeing the
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The 1869 Issue

Very little information of any sort dealing with the 1869 issue has
appeared in these pages for one specific reason. This is that almost no data
on the subject has been submitted to the Period Editor who has very little
of either information or material to discuss in this field.

Figure 3 illustrates a cover submitted to us by Mr. George C. Slawson
which appears to be an excellent example of Yankee economy and enter
prise. Both front and back of the cover, which is addressed to Cuttingsville,
Vermont, are shown. As may be noted, the back of the cover is a billboard,
including, among other advertising, the advertisement of the establishment
whose corner card also appears upon the front. We wonder just what kind
of an arrangement was developed to produce such a postal billboard, and
if this isn't to a degree a kind of predecessor of some of the junk mail we
all receive, today.

This cover is shown because it represents a field of interest to postal
historians-cornel' cards and advertising covers-and also to indicate
acceptability of reports, covers, and questions regarding the 1869 issue.
covers in question. This writer has a 15¢ cover, addressed to France with
a June 7, 1866 fOTeign backstamp which surely seems to indicate usage in
late May, 1866, in spite of illegible U.S. postmarks.

It is requested that those with covers from which any of the dates
listed are derived please advise the Period Editor of them. Also, of course,
any earlier dates should be reported.
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THE TRANSATLANTIC MAILS
GEORGE E. HARGEST, Editor

Sailings of the North Atlantic Steamship Company
-A Revision

GEORGE E. HARGEST

The article entitled, "Sailings of the North Atlantic Steamship Com
any," which appeared in the last issue of the ChTonicle, requires some
revision. The article was written some time ago on the basis of informa
tion then at hand, and it was the intention of the editor to publish it at
that time. Because of space limitations, the article, although set in galley
proof, was not used. Subsequently, the author went to Washington and
while there secured considerably more information regarding the line.
rt was his intention to revise the article before it was published. Because of
the author's illness and the subsequent change in the editorship of the
ChTonicle, the revision was not made. When the editorship changed, all
galleys on hand were sent by the printer to the new editor, Mr. Graham,
and he, knowing nothing of the proposed revision, published it.

The revision consists of two additional sailings of the AdTiatic, the
cancellation of a sailing of the Atlantic, and the inclusion of the dates
of arrival for all ships. The information in the original article, as far as
it goes, is correct, but it is incomplete. The complete sailing and arrival
elates of the ships of this line are presented in Table 1.

Dr. de Wasserman's cover, described in the last issue and not ill
ustrated, is presented as Figure 1.

TABLE I
ScL'iling and A n'ival Dates

of the NoTth Atlantic Steamship Company I

.-l?Tiral Sailing
tn !1'01n

N.Y. Ship N.Y.

1860
In port Adriatic 4/14/60
5/19/60 Adriatic 6/7/60
7/1/60 Adriatic 7/14/60
8/11/60 Adriatic 8/25/60
9/24/60 Adriatic 10/6/60
In port Atlantic 11/17/60
11/5/60 Adriatic 12/29/60
12/19/60 Atlantic 12/29/60

1861
In port Adriatic 3/9/61
In port Adriatic 3/13/61

C01n1nent

Sailing announced; did not sail.
Announced as substituted for the sailing
of the Ad1'iatic; did not sail. Mail sent
by Inman's Etna, which sailed from N.Y.
on the same day.

Sailing announced; did not sail.
Sailed as British steamer for delivery
to the Galway line.

1 Shipping and Co71t1n61'cial List (appropriate issues); also, Post Office Auditor's
Reports appended to the Reports of the Postmastel' General for 1860 and 1861.
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Figure 1

Carried by the 5.5. Adriatic on her second voyage for the North Atlantic Steamship Co. Posted
at Philadelphia, July 13, 1860, to Lyon, France. See Chronicle No. S3 for a complete descrip
tion of this cover. Courtesy of Dr. Robert de Wosserman.
The 9¢ Rate to France

August 1, 1874-December 31, 1875

MILLARD H. MACK

(Continued from ChTonicle No. 53)

Figure 8 illustrates a double weight cover from New York to Bordeaux
on January 13, 1875. This cover is in the Kaplan collection and the 18¢
rate is paid by 3 singles of the 1¢ Banknote, a 3¢ Banknote, and a 12¢
Banknote. The ew York Foreign Mail cancel is the same as the previous
cover and it is noted that both covers show the name of the steamer
St. LaUTent (1).

Figure 9 shows the 9¢ rate paid by three 3¢ Banknotes. The cover went
from New York to Pont d 'Ain, France on February 6, 1875 (1). The
French entry mark is in blue and does not show on the photograph.

Figure 10 illustrates the correct single weight rate of 9¢ plus the
supplementary mail fee of 9¢. The total postage of 18¢ was paid by a 15¢
and a 3¢ Banknote. The New York Supplementary Mail marking of June
26, 1875 shows that double the regular rate has been paid for the mail
service to the dock after the reg'ular mails have closed. This is a beautiful
cover (also from the Kaplan collection) (3).

Figure 11 shows a 9¢ rate cover from New Orleans to Tourcoing,
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(1)

\

(Kaplan Collection)

Figure 8

France on November 18, 1875 franked with a pair of the 2¢ Jackson and
a 5¢ Taylor. This is a very scarce combination since the 5¢ stamp was
issued in June of 1875 and the 9¢ rate terminated December 31, 1875 (3).

Figure 12 shows a very late usage of the 9¢ rate from New York to
Marseille, December 29, 1875. The rate is paid by a 6¢ and a 3¢ Bank
note (3).

The Universal Postal Union Treaty was signed at Berne, Switzerland
on October 9, 1874 and acts of ratification were exchanged at Berne by the
various countries belonging to the Union on May 3, 1875. The rate of
postage to those countries which had joined the Union was reduced to 5¢

~--,

~,-.h~uv- i1/e- ~ /.~d/h~

,, "..,

(I)

Figure 9
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per Y2 ounce, France also ratified the treaty, with certain reservations,
the principal one being that the treaty should not enter into effect, so far
as France was concerned, until January 1, 1876. For all other countries
the treaty went into effect July 1, 1875.

(3)

Figure 10

(Kaplan Collection I

(3)

Figure 11
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Figure 12
The Cover Corner

J. DAVID BAKER, Editor

The Problem Cover Presented in Issue No. 53.

The Problem Cover shown in Chronicle No. 53 is a true example of
that category, for it is a cover for which we have no answer. Would those
of you who have any ideas, please forward them to the Editor? Bob
Paliafito, who owns this cover, reports that in Cole's book on Blackjacks,
it is suggested that this may be a private ship letter, prepaid. However, this
is the wrong rate for the period, as ship rates after July 1, 1863 were
simply double postage per single letter, and hence should have been 6¢ for
a single rate, letter postage (first class) letter. Also, the letter should have
a "ship" marking to justify a double postage charge.

There has to be a reason for the extra 2¢ stamp, as there are many
covers in existance with this same combination of stamps. All must have
a similar explanation, and furthermore, one that is in compliance with
some postal regulation or order of the period.

Will someone please provide the answer '?
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Problem Cover for this Issue

This is truly a problem cover for which the editor will require an
answer. It belongs to Bill SemsI'ott of St. Louis. Bill had this folded letter
with him at SIPEX.

It was placed in the mails at Honolulu January 11, 1851 and departed
on the February 15th mail steamer from San Francisco where the "59" was
applied (LlO ets. San Francisco to New York and 19¢ credit British for sea
carriage and British inland). The letter was marked in manuscript "Paid
74 cts. to Liverpool".

On Page 18 of Meyer, Harris, and others "The Stamps of Hawaii",
another cover of this same date is recorded which bore an "82", the double
"40" plus 2¢ ship fee.

QUESTION: Why the 25¢ charge for transportation from Honolulu
to San Francisco when the letter went through the Honolulu post office?
POSTAL HISTORY MATERIAL

We specialize in covers of the world. We have a comprehensive stock of
Confederate covers. In United States, we stock Trans-Atlantic, Registered,
Special Delivery and other special usages. We usually have a few Territorials
and Westerns, and we are strong in Hawaii. We do not stock United States

stamps at all.

NEW ENGLAND STAMP CO.
4S Bromfield St. Boston, Mass. 02108
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COMPARE ...

Harmers, and only Harmers, can offer you all of these ad
vantages when you sell philatelic properties:

1. Choice of sale by Auction or Private Treaty.

2. Choice of sale in New York, London or Sydney.

3. A staff of specialist experts.

4. First class, accurately described, liberally illustrated
auction catalogues mailed to all the prominent auction
buyers throughout the World.

5. Approximately eight sessions of auctions a month
(from mid-September to mid-July), permitting the inclu
sion of your stamps-if not sufficient for an auction in
themselves-with complementary collections.

6. An annual turnover of over two million dollars.

7. A record of service and satisfaction resulting in the
finest international clientele, keen to buy at auction or
privately.

8. Guaranteed results for a small "insurance" charge.

9. Free appraisals to vendors.

10. Free insurance in transit and while on our premises.

11. Liberal advances pending sale.

12. Prompt settlement always.

13. Two complete floors of the most modern, architect
designed philatelic auction Galleries in the World, fully
air-conditioned for comfort. Holmes protected offices
and vault. Sprinker controlled for safety.

14. The only Organization with active Houses on three
Continents.

SO, WHEN YOU COME TO SELL, COME TO HARMERS

An attractive booklet, "Modern Methods of Philatelic Selling", ex
plaining clearly all the advantages of selling through H. R. Harmer
is yours for the asking.

H. R. HARMER, INC.
THE CASPARY AUCTIONEERS

6 Welt 48th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

(212) PL 7-4460

LONDON NEW YORK SYDNEY
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